
  Workflow Automation Templates

 Quickly setup these 5 Gist Workflow templates to          
  automate tasks and  grow your business. 
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Quickly find the recipe template
you would like to implement below.



List Cleanup

   Automatically remove inactive contacts from your list. 

Stop wasting time and resources on anyone who hasn't
visited your site or opened an email in months! 
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List Cleanup Ingredients

Here are all of the elements you'll need to create a
list-cleaning automation.

▢ Create a "Segment" in Contacts (e.g. "List
Cleanup")  

▢ Augment settings to place inactive contacts
into new the segment (for instance, no email
opens or site visits in the last 120 days)

▢ Select or create a page for contacts (who
wish to remain on your list) to visit

▢ Create and event for when the page is
visited

▢ Create an email campaign for list cleanup

▢ Write 2-3 emails explaining to contacts that
they will be removed if they don't take
action.

▢ Create your Workflow and follow the
instructions on the next page!
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List Cleanup Tutorial
- -

Add Trigger
Begin by clicking "Add new trigger" and
choose "Subscribed to campaign". 

Then, choose the appropriate campaign. 

Add Decision
Click the "+" symbol and choose "Action". 

Next, click "Decision", choose "Perform and
Event" and select the event you created to
stop the deletion process.

Finish the "Yes" Path
On the "Yes" patch, click the "+" symbol and
"Action". 

Then, click "Unsubscribe the contact" and
unsubscribe them from the list cleanup
campaign. 

** Tutorial Continued on Next Page



List Cleanup Tutorial
- -

Start the "No" Path
In the "No" path, click the "+" symbol and
"Delay". 

 Next, choose the appropriate amount of time
to wait before permanently deleting the
contact.

Add Decision
Click the "+" symbol and choose "Action". 

Next, click "Decision", choose "Perform and
Event" and select the event you created to
stop the deletion process.

Repeat the "Yes" path again here.

Finish the "No" Path
On the "No" path, click the "+" symbol and
"Action". 

Then, click "Delete the contact" and delete
the contact permanently. 



Lead Magnet Delivery

Build your list by offering resources and using Gist
forms to collect email addresses. Then, automatically
send the resource using a Workflow! 
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Lead Magnet Delivery
Ingredients

Here are all of the elements you'll need to create an
automated lead magnet delivery.

▢ The Lead Magnet itself  

▢  Create a tag in Contacts (e.g. "New
Subscriber") to accurately segment your list

▢ Create a form using Gist to collect email
addresses

▢ Create an email campaign

▢ Write your first email detailing how new
subscribers get your lead magnet.

▢ Add other emails to nurture your list towards
your CTA.

▢ Create your Workflow and follow the
instructions on the next page!
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Lead Magnet Delivery Tutorial
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Add Trigger
To begin, click "Add new trigger" and
"Submitted a form". Then, find the form you
created using Gist's form creator. 

 When a new subscriber signs up via this form,
the workflow will begin.

Apply Tag
Next, click the "+" symbol and choose
"Action".

Then, select "Apply a tag" and choose the
appropriate tag you created from the
Contacts page.

Start Campaign
Once again, click the "+" symbol and choose
"Action". Then, select "Subscribe to a
campaign".

Choose the correct campaign and start with
the delivery email.



Lead Nurturing Campaign

Gently guide your list towards the sale and even stop
the nurturing campaign when a purchase is made! 
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Lead Nurturing Ingredients

Here are all of the elements you'll need to create an
automated lead nurturing funnel.

▢ Create a tag in Contacts for leads you wish to
be nurtured (e.g. "New Lead")

▢ Create an email campaign with nurturing
emails

▢ Create an event for the first page new
customers are sent after purchase (to stop
the nurturing campaign)

▢ Create your Workflow and follow the
instructions on the next page!
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Lead Nurturing Tutorial
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Add Trigger
Click "Add new trigger" and choose "Applied
a tag".

Select the tag for new leads. This will begin
the workflow.

Subscribe Lead
Click the "+" symbol and choose "Action". 

Next, select "Subscribe to campaign", find the
lead nurturing campaign and select the first
email.

Set Decision Path
Click the "+" symbol and choose "Decision". 

Next, select "Performed and action" and
choose the event that describes a new
customer.



Lead Nurturing Tutorial
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Add "Yes" Path
Click the "+" symbol under "Yes" and choose
"Action". 

Next, select "Unsubscribe to campaign" and
choose the current campaign.

Note: You could also move new customers to
a different campaign.

Set "No" Path
Click the "+" symbol and choose "Action".

Then, choose "Subscribe to campaign",
choose the relevant campaign and select the
next email in the sequence. 

Repeat Decision
Repeat the decision process for as many
emails as you have in the campaign. 



Book a Call

   Automatically schedule demos or sales calls with your
leads with this handy Workflow!
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Book a Call Ingredients

Here are all of the elements you'll need to
automatically schedule calls and demos.

▢  Create a tag in Contacts for leads to pitch
the call (e.g. "New Prospect") 

▢  Connect your calendar and get a link using
Gist's Meeting tool

▢ Create an event in Gist when someone visits
your specific Meetings URL

▢ Create an email campaign with the emails to
book a call.

▢ Create your Workflow and follow the
instructions on the next page!
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Book a Call Tutorial
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Add Trigger
Click "Add new trigger" and select "Applied a
Tag".

Then, select the tag for a new lead to begin
the workflow.

Subscribe Lead
Click the "+" symbol. Select "Action" and
"Subscribe to campaign".

Next, select the correct campaign and choose
the first email to send.

Create Path 
Click the "+" symbol again and choose
"Decision".

Click "Perform an event" and choose the
event you created when a lead visits your
meetings page. 



Book a Call Tutorial
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Set "Yes" Path
Click the "+" symbol below the "Yes" and
choose "Action" and "Unsubscribe from
campaign".

Choose the current campaign. 

Set "No" Path
 Click the "+" symbol below the "Yes" and
choose "Action" and "Subscribe to
campaign". 

Choose the next email in the sequence.

Recreate Decision
You can recreate the "Yes" and "No" decision
path for as many emails in your demo call
sequence. 



Referral Request

Referrals are a great way to grow a business. With
Workflows, you'll always follow up with new clients and
maximize their network! 
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Referral Request Ingredients

Here are all of the elements you'll need to request
referrals automatically.

▢ Create a tag for new customers in
Contacts (e.g. "New Customer")

▢ Create an email campaign with an email
requesting a referral

▢ Create your Workflow and follow the
instructions on the next page!
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Referral Request Tutorial
- -

Add Trigger
Select "Add new trigger" and choose
"Applied a tag".

Find the tag that labels a new incoming
customer to begin the workflow automation.

Set the Delay
Click the "+" symbol and choose "Delay". 

Set the delay for as long as you deem
appropriate. (We suggest not waiting more
than 30 days.)

Start Campaign
Click the "+" symbol under the delay and
choose "Action". 

Next, select "Subscribe to campaign", choose
the referral campaign and the appropriate
email.


